Long-Life Prayer for His Eminence Namkha Drimed Rinpoche
By H.H. Dudjom Rinpoche

OM SOSTI
RIK-SUM CHIG-DÜ ORGYAN THÖD-THRENG TZAL
Predestined Tamer of Beings, who received the blessings of the Mind-to Mind lineage

YER-MED SENG CHHEN NORBU DRA-DUL GYI
Of [Gesar] Senchen Norbu Dradul,

GONG GYUD JIN-THOB DRO-DUL KA-BAP CHHOG
Inseparable from Orgyan Thodthreng Tzal, embodiment of the Three Families of Buddhas combined into one,
Namkha Drimed, may your feet long stand firm!
As the Vajra prophecy fortells,
Blazing with the trillion lights of your enlightened activities of omniscient wisdom and unconditional love,
You cast away the shroud of darkness enveloping beings in this age of extreme degeneration,
DORJE LUNG DON LU WA MED DRUB SHOG
And bring forth and nurture the meadow-grove of the Teachings of the Great Secret. May the infallible prophesy be accomplished!

He brings forth hidden Termas, having gained certainty that the time is ripe to reveal these profound Dharma practices from the Dharma cycle of the treasury of his awakened mind, embodying the heart-mind of the Three Buddhas [Manjushri, Chenrezig, and Vajrapani who embody the awakened qualities of omniscient wisdom, unconditional love, and enlightened power]. For the longevity of this Holder of Intrinsic Awareness, Jigdral Yeshe Dorje wrote this on the waxing moon, Guru Rinpoche day of the Gyalda month.